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Terms of Use!
Thank you for your purchase! By purchasing this resource, you are agreeing
that the contents are the property of Madly Learning and licensed to you
only for classroom/personal use as a single user. I retain the copyright, and
reserve all rights to this product. !
YOU MAY: !
!

Use items (free and purchased) for your own classroom students, or your
own personal use. !

!

Reference this product in blog posts, at seminars, professional
development workshops, or other such venues PROVIDED there is both
credit given to myself as the author and a link back to my TPT store is
included in your post/presentation. !

!

Distribute and make copies of free items only to other teachers
PROVIDED there is credit given to Madly Learning and a link back to my
TPT store.!

YOU MAY NOT: !
!

Claim this work as your own, alter the files in any way, or remove/
attempt to remove the copyright/watermarks. !

!

Sell the files or combine them into another unit for sale/free. !

!

Post this document for sale/free elsewhere on the internet (this includes
Google Doc links on blogs). !

!

Make copies of purchased items to share with others is strictly forbidden
and is a violation of the Terms of Use, along with copyright law. !

!

Obtain this product through any of the channels listed above. !

Thank you for abiding by universally accepted codes of professional ethics
while using this product.!
If you encounter an issue with your file, notice an error, or are in any way
experiencing a problem, please contact me (info@madlylearning.com) and
I will be more than happy to help sort it out!!
Thank you " Madly Learning!
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Assemble your

Writing Folders
Materials
Two pocket folders, four information
pages for writing folder,
folder labels, book binding tape,
scissors, and glue
Instructions
1. Lay the two pocket folders on top of
each other. Take the bottom of the first
pocket folder and tape it to the top flap
of the second pocket folder. Do not
open the folders to lay them flat to tape.
They will not close properly if you do
this.
2. Tape one edge then fold the tape over
onto the other edge.
3. When you open up both folders they
should lay side to side. The two folders
should form an M when closed.
4. Glue the following pages above the
pocket in the pocket folder.
5. Glue the ‘Publishing Label’ on the back
of the folder with the instructions on how
to submit their published work to you.

1. Pre-Writing

2. Drafting

Think
- Decide on a topic to write about.
- Consider who your audience will
be.
- Brainstorm ideas.
- Begin to research.

- Put the information you researched
about into your own words.
- Write your information into sentences
and paragraphs even if it is not
perfect yet.
- Read over what you wrote.

3. Revising
Re-read what you have written
Show it to others

Think

4. Editing
Make it Look Correct

A- Add new information.
R- Remove what doesn’t make
sense.
M- Move your sentences around.
S- Substitute boring words for
more interesting words.

C- Capitalize beginning of
sentences and proper nouns.
U - Look for words used
incorrectly like homonyms.
P - Add or remove punctuation.
S - Fix spelling errors.

5. Publishing

_______’s

- Write a final finished and
polished copy that is error free
and ready for display.
- Choose your layout and fonts
appropriately to the form of
writing.
Share with others.

Writing
Folder

Mini Office Templates
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brain
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Use these to help you organize your writing.
This organizer will help you
organize your ideas with any
type of writing. Put your
general topic in the middle,
and Write your general topic
in the middle circle, and put
your ideas within the outer
circles. Choose your best
outside circles to include in
your writing.
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How to Research

1. Choose an overall topic.
2. Find at least 3 sources on your general topic.
3. Read your 3 sources from beginning to end .
4. Now go back and re-read them one at a time.
5. Stop frequently to write down what you have
learned.
6. Copy the facts from your research, but not
full sentences.

Use this for a story to
organize it into ideas.
Sort your ideas as the
beginning, middle and
end of the story. Or for
writing a report, put the
general topic at the top
and the subtopics right
below.There is plenty of
room for your research
to go under each.

This is a t-chart and can be used
to put subtopics on the left and
research on the right. Many Tcharts can be used for different
subtopics. Use this when writing
a fiction story by adding story
elements on the left and
interesting details on the right.
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Transition Words
Order Words
first, next, then, last, finally

Comparing Words
as, also, like, likewise, similarly, the same as
Contrasting
but, yet, otherwise, however, on the other hand, still,
although, even though

Adding Info
again, also, another, and, for
example, for instance, next, finally,
as well, along with, again, in fact

Summary or Conclusion
finally, in conclusion, therefore,
last, and in summary

Location
above, across, against, along, among, around,
behind, beneath, below, by, near, off, on top, inside,
outside, over, to the right/left

Time
about, after, before, during, first,
second, third, until, meanwhile,
today, tomorrow, yesterday

Write a Paragraph
Topic Sentences

tell what your
paragraph will be
about.
Supporting Details

use facts and details to
give more information
connected to your topic.
Closing Sentences

end your paragraph
and link back to the
topic sentence.

Write a Story
Characters

Who is your
story about?

Setting

Where does
your story
take place?

Problem
What problem
must your
character solve?

What
happens
so that the
character can
solve the
problem?

Rising Action

How is the
problem
solved?
Resolution
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Stretch a

Proofreading Marks

New Paragraph

Take a boring sentence
and use the question
words to add more
details to your
sentences.

Add
Take Out

Check Spelling

Exclamatory
Sentences

WHAT
WHERE

WH
EN

Y
WH

Make Lowercase
Make Capital

WHO

Sentence

Declarative
Sentences

show excitement

tell something

Add Space

Interrogative
Sentences

Add Period

ask questions

Imperative
Sentences

tell or
command you
to do
something

Types of Sentences

Parts of Speech
Nouns:
Are words that name a
person, place, thing,
animal or idea.
Examples: boy, paper,
school, Toronto, cat,

Pronouns:

Are words that replace
nouns.
Examples: he, she, it, they, I

Verbs:

Adjectives:

Are action words or a state
of being.

Are words that describe
nouns.

Examples: jump, run, fly,
laugh, sit, think

Examples: beautiful, tall,
big, happy, disappointed

Conjunctions:

Articles:

Are joining words. They
connect other groups of
words.

This is a type of adjective
that tells about a noun. It is
a helper word.

Examples: and, but,
because, or, so

Only Three: a, an, the

Adverbs:

Are words that describe
verbs. They describe how
an action happens.
Examples: quickly, softly

Interjection:

A word or phrase that
expresses a strong emotion.
Examples: Ouch, Hey, Oh,
Yay, Wow
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Frequently Used Words List
A

B

among
animal
around
asked
are

C

became
because
began
bring
build

G

H

getting
group

having
heard
heart
high
himself

M
next
nothing

dinner
doing
draw
dream

I
house
hurt

judge

O
passed

T
talk
teach
teacher
than
that’s

W
wanted
warm
was/wasn’t
watch
were

where
wish
wrote
wrong
write

think
those
throw
told
took
X

F
filled
front

K
keep
kids
killed
kind
knew

P

our
own

S
stand
start
state
still
such

E
early
earth
easy
everyone
everything

J

idea
inside
instead

N

making
mean
money
myself

D

can’t
couldn’t
cried

L
learn
leave
lives
long
looking

letter
listen
lived

Q

R

U

V

question
quiet
quite

trying
true
turned

Y
your / you’re
yourself

Z

Numbers
one
six
two
seven
three
eight
four
nine
five
ten

Publishing your Writing
Hand in your writing

